ABSTRACT

We present LADy, a Python-based benchmark toolkit to facilitate extracting aspects of products or services in reviews toward which customers target their opinions and sentiments. While there has been a significant increase in aspect-based sentiment analysis, the proposed methods’ practical implications in real-world settings remain moot for their closed and irreproducible codebases, inability to accommodate datasets from various domains, and poor evaluation methodologies. LADy is an open-source benchmark toolkit with a standard pipeline and experimental details to fill the gaps. It incorporates a host of canonical models along with benchmark datasets from varying domains, including unsolicited online reviews. Leveraging an object-oriented design, LADy readily extends to new models and training datasets. The first of its kind, LADy also features review augmentation via natural language backtranslation that can be integrated into the training phase of the models to boost efficiency and improve efficacy during inference. LADy’s codebase, along with the installation instructions and case studies on five datasets for seven methods with backtranslation augmentation over ten languages, can be obtained under cc-by-nc-sa-4.0 license at https://github.com/fani-lab/LADy.
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Table 1: Comparison of existing toolkits for aspect detection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>features</th>
<th>absa-pytorch [21]</th>
<th>pyabsa [31]</th>
<th>LADy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>maintenance</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>open-source</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reproducible</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baseline models</td>
<td>static</td>
<td>static</td>
<td>any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>datasets</td>
<td>static</td>
<td>format-specific</td>
<td>any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data augmentation</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>static</td>
<td>any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>evaluation metrics</td>
<td>static</td>
<td>static</td>
<td>any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>latent aspect detection</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1 INTRODUCTION

Customers express opinions and sentiments about aspects of products or services, also referred to as features, properties, or components, in reviews. For example, in the review “it’s really cheap and you won’t regret buying it.”, a customer expresses her opinion ‘really cheap’ with ‘positive’ sentiments toward the aspect ‘price’ of a laptop. Aspects can be explicitly mentioned with a surface form, such as the aspect ‘pizza’ in “pizza was great,” or they can be latent yet implicitly understood through common social knowledge like ‘food’ in "mine was a little burnt!". Aspect detection finds immediate application in aiding businesses in improving upon the quality of their offerings based on customers’ reviews, thereby enhancing overall customer satisfaction.

While there has been a surge in aspect detection research [8, 10, 14, 16, 20, 24, 25], existing methods lack standardized implementations and experimental details, making it challenging to reproduce results consistently across various datasets and domains. For instance, most studies primarily rely on different versions of SemEval datasets [12, 25–29, 32], falling short of incorporating a new dataset, especially unsolicited reviews from online social media platforms, such as Twitter. This limitation becomes particularly critical when introducing data augmentation methods, which require experimental setup across existing and augmented datasets. Moreover, the reported baselines’ results are either sourced from other papers or directly copied from the original papers [3, 23, 28, 33] with little to no reproducibility studies, which poses significant challenges for researchers who seek to adopt or improve such baselines. In terms
of evaluation, existing works predominantly focus on standard metrics such as precision, recall, and f-measure, which is insufficient when the aspect is latent and lacks a surface form in reviews. In such cases, an aspect extraction method should generate a ranked list of most likely aspects; therefore, integration of new evaluation metrics that consider ranking positions, e.g., precision@k or recall@k, becomes crucial, ensuring no need for rewriting the codes for the rest of the pipeline [9].

In response to these challenges, we propose LADy, a reproducible pipeline that accommodates new datasets and evaluation techniques to help researchers effectively compare and analyze results using different leading methods via a unified and accessible toolkit. LADy is designed to standardize and streamline the analysis of reviews, with a particular focus on the valuable but often overlooked unsolicited online reviews shared on platforms such as Google Reviews and Twitter. Unsolicited reviews are characterized by their informality and briefness, often containing textual ellipses, which require a specialized approach such as latent aspect detection. To this end, LADy offers a standardized implementation environment, benchmark datasets, adaptability to new metrics, an object-oriented structure, and open-source accessibility, making it a valuable toolkit for the natural language processing research community. It promotes reproducibility and fair model comparisons by providing an array of supervised and unsupervised aspect detection methods and empowers researchers to explore different evaluation approaches across a variety of metrics. Last, LADy improves its aspect detection capabilities through backtranslation augmentation to expand the vocabulary and the diversity of detected aspects, and further, improve the extraction of latent aspects [9].

In the literature, limited open-source toolkits and libraries are developed for aspect-based sentiment analysis. Table 1 compares them with LADy in terms of various features, including reproducibility, latent aspect detection capability, evaluation strategies, and more. Also, the primary flow of LADy for detecting latent aspects via backtranslation augmentation is illustrated in Figure 1.

2 ASPECT DETECTION

Given a collection of reviews \( \mathcal{R} \) and a set of aspects \( \mathcal{A} \), we assume a review \( r \in \mathcal{R} \) is about an aspect \( a \in \mathcal{A} \) of a product or service, which can be explicitly mentioned like the aspect \( a_1 = \text{dessert} \) in the review \( r_1 = \text{the dessert was the perfect ending!} \), or can be latent like \( a_2 = \text{food} \) in the review \( r_2 = \text{mine was a little burnt!} \), which lacks an explicit surface of the latent aspect \( a_2 \) like ‘food’ in the review.

Existing aspect detection methods are primarily designed to find the explicit aspects falling short of detecting latent ones. In LADy, we address latent aspect detection by employing the backtranslation augmentation technique to enrich the training data with new words and help find the latent occurrences of aspects. During the data augmentation phase, we translate an input review \( r \) with its aspect \( a \) to another language \( l \) to generate the translated review \( r' \) followed by a backtranslation to the original language to generate a backtranslated review \( r'' \) with its new aspect \( a'' \). The generated collection of backtranslated reviews \( \mathcal{R}' \) is then utilized along with the original collection of reviews \( \mathcal{R} \) to empower the existing models to detect the latent aspects as well as the explicit ones.

3 SYSTEM DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE

We present an overview of the LADy toolkit in Figure 1. As seen, LADy transforms raw reviews from diverse domains into review objects with attributes such as aos (aspect, opinion, and sentiment) and authorship details (Section 3.1). It leverages polymorphism to integrate and override functions such as training and inference within the AbstractAspectModel class (Section 3.3). Following this, LADy masks explicit aspect labels in reviews to simulate latent aspects, creating datasets to effectively evaluate its latent aspect detection capabilities (Section 3.4). Additionally, LADy applies data augmentation techniques via backtranslation across different languages to strengthen its capacity to recognize both explicit and latent aspects in reviews (Section 3.2). The subsequent sections provide details of each component and layer in LADy.
3.1 Review Class

Our toolkit is built on a foundational layer known as the data layer, acting as the cornerstone of our architecture. This layer sets up the essential infrastructure for managing reviews by the Review class, as shown in Figure 2. Each review object includes an array of aos triplets, each representing an aspect, opinion, and sentiment for every review sentence, and can contain customized features like timestamps and geographical information, adding significant value for further analytical purposes. Figure 3 presents a code snippet and summary of the review class, detailing its properties and functions.

The Review class provides a unified level of abstraction across diverse review datasets from sources like SemEval and Twitter with varied file formats including json, xml, and csv as well as different annotations and domains such as restaurants, laptops, and social media. Each specific dataset, with its unique file structure and domain, inherits from the Review class and overrides the loader function to output standardized review objects. This uniformity allows various aspect detection and sentiment analysis models to operate with the review objects, eliminating the need for models to adapt to each dataset’s specific structure and format. After transforming the reviews within a dataset into the standardized review objects, they are ready for the aspect model layer (AML) for model training purposes. However, before moving forward to the aspect detection phase, and in line with LADY’s focus on empowering the models for latent occurrences of aspects, the review objects are first passed to the data augmentation layer.

3.2 Backtranslation Augmentation

Our research has shown inherent limitations in existing aspect term or aspect category detection methods. Aspect term detection models fall short when encountering novel terms or phrases that are not in training data. This limitation becomes apparent in scenarios where new aspects emerge for a product or service. Aspect category detection models, however, are constrained to a fixed set of categories. They might broadly classify a review under a category, e.g., ‘food’, but lack the granularity to distinguish between subcategories, e.g., desserts or specific dishes. Moreover, these models typically rely on explicit aspects directly mentioned in reviews. Despite these challenges, enhancing existing models is feasible through dataset augmentation in the training phase without designing new aspect detection methods [9]. In LADY, we adopt backtranslation augmentation to enrich review datasets with a wider range of vocabulary. Backtranslation involves translating a sentence to a different language and then translating it back to the original language while preserving its meaning. This method adds contextually relevant synonymous terms to the original language, thereby enriching the training datasets. For instance, it might add ‘food’ for ‘dish’. Utilizing machine translation, we experiment with translating reviews into a different language (e.g., French) and then back to English, exploring the potential of backtranslation for semantic augmentation. This process helps uncover latent aspects, address out-of-vocabulary terms, and clarify ambiguous expressions. For translations and backtranslations, we employ Meta’s ‘no language left behind’ (n11b) [4], a neural machine translator supporting 200 languages, chosen for its emphasis on universal translation and its capability to serve low-resource language communities.

From Figure 2, backtranslated versions of a review are then appended to the review object in augs property and added to the training dataset for subsequent training phases, as illustrated in Figure 1. Backtranslation presents its own challenges. There is a risk of topic drift in content during translation, which may lead to the loss of explicit aspect labels. To mitigate this, we have implemented a control mechanism that involves reviewing the backtranslated content and its corresponding labels. This process is shown in Figure 1, forming a part of our primary workflow for augmentation, which consists of two main steps:

1. **Semantic Alignment:** We employ DeCLUTR [7] to ensure semantic consistency. This tool compares the original and backtranslated reviews by assigning a semantic score. Reviews scoring below 0.5 suggest a topic drift and are excluded from the augmented dataset.
2. **Term Alignment:** Recognizing that backtranslation may alter the wording, we utilize SimAlign [1] to transfer the aspect labels of the original review to its backtranslation versions.
SimAlign provides index mappings for word alignments between translated sentences, aiding in identifying new aspects for the augmented reviews, which are then stored in their respective review objects.

A key point to underscore is that LADy is designed to use any augmentation technique. This flexibility is achieved by adding each augmented review as an attribute to the original review object, regardless of the augmentation method utilized, whether it is back-translation, as demonstrated in our example, or any other method. It is also important to note that the augmentation phase is optional, and we can proceed directly to the aspect detection phase and train the models using the original datasets. After navigating beyond the augmentation layer, review objects are now prepared for the training phase.

### 3.3 AbstractAspectModel Class

The aspect model layer (aml) features AbstractAspectModel, designed to provide a standardized interface to integrate various aspect modeling techniques. Figure 4 displays its key methods and attributes. A new aspect detection model has to inherit from AbstractAspectModel and override its training and inference functions to ensure that all models conform to uniform operations within LADy’s pipeline. Moreover, AbstractAspectModel includes functions that are universally applicable across different models for fair processing and evaluation. AbstractAspectModel is a template that defines a standard set of behaviors and properties, which can then be inherited and customized by various emerging aspect detection models.

Initially, the model undergoes training using input training and validation data, and the resulting model is stored in the output. LADy incorporates a combination of traditional topic models and neural topic models as well as aspect detection models, both in unsupervised and supervised settings, as baselines. Figure 4 shows the class hierarchy of LADy’s aspect detection methods. For training and comparative analysis against other baselines, the models are divided into two categories. The first category focuses on baselines that rely on topic modeling methods, explicitly used for detecting topics within documents; each review is considered a document with an associated distribution of topics, and the most probable words of the review’s topics are indicative of the latent or explicit aspects of the review. The models in this category include:

- **loclda** [2]: A traditional topic modeling method that identifies aspects by associating highly probable words with topics.
Figure 6: LADy’s settings and hyperparameters for each layer.

- **btm** [13]: Another traditional topic model that detects aspects based on patterns of word co-occurrence.
- **ctm** [1]: An unsupervised aspect detection model that combines neural networks with contextual topic modeling.
- **neurallda** [22]: An unsupervised aspect detection model that integrates neural networks and topic modeling.

The second category comprises methods that are specifically designed for the task of aspect detection, including:

- **random**: This technique leverages a random selection process, extracting aspects from the list of words in the training set.
- **cat** [24]: An unsupervised aspect detection that classifies the review with predefined aspects.
- **bert-tfm** [15]: A supervised sequential labeling model utilizing bert [5].

LADy’s aspect model layer is designed to facilitate the easy customization of training and inference procedures for a newly integrated model. These models function effectively as black boxes, requiring only hyperparameter settings to produce outputs, which include aspects and their corresponding evaluations.

Finally, we bring a trained model to make inferences (predictions) regarding the aspect of a given review, with special attention to occurrences of latent aspects.

### 3.4 Evaluation

The evaluation phase of LADy showcases its innovative approach to handling latent occurrences of aspects in reviews for aspect detection. While we aimed to establish a toolkit for detecting latent aspects, we found no existing public datasets featuring reviews with latent aspect labels. Given the absence of labeled datasets with latent aspects, LADy uses a masking approach; that is, the explicit aspects within a review in the test set are masked to mimic the latency. This masking is not mandatory, and users can bypass it by setting the masking proportion (h_ratio) to 0.0. This attribute, ranging from 0.0 (no latent aspects, meaning that all aspects are explicit) to 1.0 (all aspects are latent), is adjustable in the hyperparameters’ setting, as shown in Figure 6, offering flexibility in test set creation.

Each model generates a ranked list of terms as its prediction for a review’s aspect, which is evaluated against the labeled reference using a variety of metrics, including, but not limited to, precision, recall, normalized discounted cumulative gain (ndcg), mean average precision (map), and success at top-k, indicating the model’s performance across various ranks of probable aspects. This feature is particularly relevant for latent aspect detection, where a single aspect may not be sufficient, and a ranked list of aspects offers greater insights. LADy’s flexibility extends to evaluating explicit aspects when k = 1, and also, easy integration of new ranking metrics.

### 4 SYSTEM USAGE

LADy is designed to accommodate diverse users, from experienced Python developers to those preferring a more straightforward, user-friendly interface. For advanced users, LADy functions as a library, offering customization options and control over its various aspect models and parameters. This allows programmers and data scientists to fully exploit its capabilities in a programmable environment. For a general user, LADy features an intuitive web dashboard, simplifying the user experience by providing a straightforward, navigable interface for experimenting with models, setting parameters, and viewing results.

#### 4.1 Quick Start

LADy can be obtained at https://github.com/fani-lab/LADy. It incorporates various aspect models with specific hyperparameters, which can be set in the ./src/params.py and presented in Figure 6. LADy offers a host of languages for the backtranslation process on the training dataset. The entry point to the toolkit is ./src/main.py, which executes the entire pipeline, leading to the prediction of aspects for each review, followed by evaluation metrics at top-k predicted aspects. For a quick start experience, a toy sample of reviews is provided as well.

#### 4.2 Case Study

We benchmarked LADy for the state-of-the-art aspect detection methods across various datasets in different domains from SemEval datasets [17–19], encompassing restaurant and laptop domains, as well as Twitter dataset [6] in social media domain. Table 2 shows the statistics about the currently available datasets.

Table 3 shows the partial benchmark results. As seen, the aspect detection methods show performance improvement in detecting explicit aspects when the training dataset is augmented with backtranslated reviews from ‘all’ languages in the restaurant domain across a range of information retrieval evaluation metrics. Comprehensive benchmark results from other datasets, baselines, and additional metrics are available in [9] as well as the LADy’s codebase.

#### 4.3 Web Application

LADy features a web application to serve as a dynamic platform accommodating various aspect detection models, allowing researchers and general users to experiment with methods on an input review. The user-friendly interface facilitates interaction with different aspect detection methods, particularly highlighting latent aspect detection and the impactful integration of backtranslation during the models’ training phase. Researchers can leverage the model...
Table 3: The partial benchmark results of some aspect detection baselines with backtranslation augmentation evaluated on one of the datasets. The highest-performing results are highlighted in bold, and the second-best are underlined. Comprehensive results on other datasets, baselines, and additional metrics are available in the LADy’s codebase, also report in [9].

![Figure 7: LADy’s web user interface. The figure shows bert-tfm’s inference for a sample input review. The model has trained on the original dataset without backtranslation.](image)

comparison functionality within the application, allowing for a direct comparison between models with and without backtranslation. Figure 7 presents a sample demonstration for bert-tfm baseline trained on the original dataset without backtranslation.

5 CONCLUSIONS

We introduced LADy, an open-source Python-based toolkit designed for conducting reproducible research in aspect-based sentiment analysis, with a particular focus on latent aspect detection. LADy incorporates various aspect detection models and diverse datasets, including unsolicited reviews from online social platforms. It also features backtranslation augmentation during the training phase, all within a flexible and adaptable integrated structure. Our future work will involve expanding LADy’s capabilities to encompass sentiment analysis and opinion mining, allowing its ability to handle a broader spectrum of review analysis tasks.
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